
Personalized offer

Fully adapt your virtual server system by
choosing: Core, RAM and storage capacity.
Additional services are available on demand:
Backup as a Service, OS managed, ...

Dedicated
environement

Your virtual server is hosted in Luxemboug in
the 2 datacenters of BCE. GDPR compliant, no
storage in any other countries.

High-performance
equipment guaranteed 

Equipped with the best technology and in a
redundant structure. Our servers ensure the
best possible performance.

Availability

Benefit from a quality support team available
24*7 in English and French with fast response
time.

Unlimited traffic

Benefit from fast bandwidth at no extra
cost, in accordance with the fair use
policy.

Security

BCE ensures a high level of security for your
resources by using state-of-the-art systems in
our datacenters.

MCloud - Virtual Server Solution

Get your high performance virtual server
100% based in Luxembourg
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100% LUXEMBOURG SERVICE
BCE offers a 100% Luxembourg
service and a team of experts with
20 years of experience.

ACTIVE MONITORING 24*7 
BCE gives you the possibility to
protect your critical server with
24*7 monitoring and be informed
in case of alarm.

SERVICES ON DEMAND
Tailor your configuration with
additional services such as
Monitoring as a Service, Backup as
a Service, OS management, ...

BCE PROVIDES YOU DEDICATED SERVERS
AT THE CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY

Integrate a secure private and dedicated virtual
servers into your company's systems. 
Thanks to its easy-to-use IAAS (Infrastructure As A
Service) system with 99.99% availability, manage
your servers and data remotely in the BCE cloud. 

Virtual server services

5.60€
Per server 

Fixed price per month 
excl VAT. *

From

More details on : www.bce.lu/mcloud

Monitoring,  Backup as a Service and
OS management  (in option).

Compatible operating systems:
Windows  , Linux and Kubernetes.

Storage :
Flash SSD, SATA or S3.

Virtualisation:
KVM or VMware .

Hybrid cloud environment 
via a single management interface.

Execute and manage containers
in a secure cloud environment.

Unlimited Internet bandwidth
according to the fair use policy.

* Minimum 12 months commitment.

®

®

Fixed monthly billing, 
no Igress/Ingress costs.
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